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This year Movie Monday celebrated 25 years of weekly screenings -  as usual, serving up great entertain-
ment with big side orders of filmmaker visits and extra presentations. [see Jack Knox article attached] 
 
Wondering about how I,Tonya, the film, stacked up to the real story and how Tonya’s doing these days? 
You’d find out at MM’s presentation.  
Wild Horse Redemption brought Academy Award winning documentarian John Zaritsky to MM to speak 
to his classic look at inmates in Colorado training wild mustangs as a way to find their place back into 
society. And he showed us clips of several of his other films to boot.  
At Movie Monday we pride ourselves in bringing “the rest of the story” to the screen. Our solid funding 
gives me the freedom to afford the special extras that bring our audience out - in a time when theatrical 
audiences are dwindling. 
 
Attendance:  In Oct 2017 – Sept 18 we have had 13 houses of 80 and more in our 100 seat space and 
last year’s average attendance, over 53* events, was 62%, our total number of attendees was 3293. 
(*several of those were small non-Monday collaborations with other non-profits) 
 
Last year we screened and discussed many films about mental health and addiction, usually with 
filmmakers on hand or by phone: The Stairs, about addiction recovery lead by people with lived 
experience, I Called Him Morgan about a jazz musician and his rocky life with addiction, The Glass 
Castle, a woman’s experience with a bipolar dad and an enabling mum, Crazy Art, a California art 
program follows three of its participants demonstrating the importance of artistic expression in their lives, 
The Art Of The Shine, a Canadian film about shoe shiners and how that occupation works for their 
mental health, and Martin’s Hagge, a short film, written by Gordon Pinsent, about the East Coast 
personification of depression as an nasty old woman tormenting you with negative thoughts. 
We screened Living In HOpe, just the first episode of a four part series shot in a Vancouver psych 
hospital, running on Knowledge Network in November, as a research screening through CREST BD, to 
see if it would change attitudes about people who live with mental illness. With The S-Word we explored 
being more open about suicide. And Unrest about chronic fatigue syndrome, often diagnosed as a 
mental illness. Two others, A Cat Named Bob and A Dog’s Life, about the importance of animals in 
homeless people’s lives. Shut Up And Say Something spoke to bullying.     
  
I’m looking forward to screening two films early in the New Year about the challenging topic of psychiatric 
treatment, too much or too little: 55 Steps and God Knows Where I Am. 
 
Several films were shown in collaboration with interest groups in our city; Deej Autism’s Own in connection 
with UVic’s Centre for Autism, Sponsorland for Refugee Week with VPLibrary and  VIRCS - Victoria 
Immigrant and Refugee Centre Society, and Unrest, with presentation by BC’s ME/CFS Society. Victoria vet 
Dr Jane Vermeulen, who set up a free clinic, Vets For Pets, came to speak to A Dog’s Life & A Cat Named 
Bob. Two films were presented with the Trans Chair from UVic, Drunktown’s Finest & Southern Comfort. 
 
Films on Indigenous Peoples’ issues included: Angry Inuk, Meet Beau Dick: Maker Of Monsters, Sun 
At Midnight, Rumble: Indians Who Rocked The World. 
 
We show a lot of titles that inspire like He Called Me Malala (and currently I’m mixing in a series of films 
particularly about strong women like Dr. Anne Innis Dagg, The Woman Who Loves Giraffes, and Jane 
(Goodall) and RGB, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Mankiller, about a woman 
Cherokee leader).  
As well we mix in a good supply of lighter and popular titles like: oldies 7 Year Itch, Big, Pleasantville, 
and current hits like: Victoria & Abdul, The BFG, Ladybird, The Post, Faces, Places, Maudie, 
Paddington 1 & 2 and Coco, Elvis And Nixon, Waterboys.  
 



Filmmaker opportunities to show their work included special screenings with invited test audiences to 
short film Mirium and my Chomavision feature documentary and above mentioned Living In HOpe. 
 
Many filmmaker visits are by phone call. Skype has proven too unreliable for a live audience and almost 
distracting (Sydney Freeland - Drunktown’s Finest). A call-in is usually more desirable than a live visit as it 
doesn’t displace the guest for days, plus the cost is just an honorarium for the call. By phone: SJ Chiro 
(Lane 1974), Ken Buck (Waterwalker), Jim Sadwith (Coming Through The Rye), John Hopkins (Blue 
Fin) Bobbi Jo Hart (Rebels On Pointe), Penny Eizenga (Martin’s Hagge). 
 
That said, especially if I can make the trip tie in with other events in our area, or the guest is keen to travel 
- I’m keen as well. In person visits: Jason Karman with his short film program, Green Channel guy Scott 
Renyard, with Alexandra Morton by phone, and John Zaritsky, Melanie Wood, Hugh Gibson), and 
Elizabeth Sanchez, head of ME/CFS of BC (Unrest), Cori Dickenson (Geek Girl), or local filmmakers 
Michael Parfit, Linnea Dick, Ian Toews. We have done reviews of filmmaker career highlight reels 
(Toews, Parfit, Zaritsky) to illuminate these filmmaker’s careers for our audience.   
We usually put up a bio/photo of our guests on screen so to further inform our guests of the talent on hand. 
 
Funding: Our funders are all with us: IHA with a grant and the theatre, Canada Council with three year 
funding (said we should ask for a higher amount), Janssen in spring and offer of another amount this fall. 
Door donations are up almost $4K over the expected $6K (with a good chunk of that coming from my 
plant stand donations again this season - $1123.75!)  Our friendly Friends of Music have been terrifically 
agile with last minute, inexpensive colour copies of our programs. 
 
In early September I had a short stay in the psych ward for a serious depressive episode. While feeling 
like I was in an impossible hole at the time, friends and family gathered round and kept the program 
going. Special thanks to Bruce W for his calm and steady support. I’m back on form again now and it is 
great to realize that MM can carry on in spite of some down time on my part. 
 
The ‘new’ projector works great, and when (after two years) we had a minor problem with it NEC replaced 
it with new. Most films are screening from laptop with Jason’s preview trailer packs running before the 
feature. We’re very satisfied with the high quality of our presentation these days. Our regular concession 
volunteers, Laurel, Robin and Mark are solid and very welcoming to our filmgoers. 
 
Thanks! to all on the board. And esp Bruce W, who has been working with me for 20 years now, our 
volunteers, and Jason on tech, (great to have someone who is so keen on showing films, sharing my 
enthusiasm), Hugh who has been working the website for 17 years, solid, flexible and right up to date.  
Always appreciate your input on films that might fit.   
        
        Bruce Saunders     Movie Monday Coordinator 
  

 
From my “Bouquets” file this year:        

Oct 23/18  Hi Bruce....it was sure nice to see you and Laurel last night. We all enjoyed the movie [My 
Cousin Vinny] and it was good for me to get out for a few hours in a space I feel so comfortable in.  – 
Catherine  
 
July 24 /18:  Hello Bruce & Jason, 
I talked to many people in the autism community and they were super pleased with the event [Deej with Autism’s Own.  
This was a wonderful collaboration. Again, I want to thank you for all the flexibility you gave us. Movie Monday is such an 
awesome venue and I think our respective audience members fit in well together. Tonight was appreciated.   
Thank you again,         Joseph Sheppard  of Autism’s Own and UVic’s Centre for Autism Research Tech Ed 

 
May /18 THANK YOU SO MUCH for your tremendous efforts at the screening [the documentary Unrest]. You 
were so welcoming, professional, and made it incredibly easy for us. I felt like I'd known you for a long time.  And 
your venue is perfect.  
Cheers,        Elizabeth Sanchez     ME/FM Myalgic Encephalomyelitis and Fibromyalgia Society of BC  

 
 


